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Latin name: Miscanthus strictusxMiscanthus cosmopoli

FIG. 2 is a photograph of a young ‘Tiger Tail’ asexually

reproduced groWing in the nursery to shoW the banding of the

tan.

Varietal denomination: ‘Tiger Tail’.

leaves and the culms and leaves shoWn in better detail.
FIG. 3 is photograph of several blooms of a ‘Tiger Tail.’
FIG. 4 is a close-up photograph of the bloom With hairs of
the seeds visible.

BACKGROUND
The invention relates to a cultivar of Miscanthus strictus

and Miscanthus cosmopolitan. The cultivar is perennial,

DETAILED BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION

ornamental grass groWn for landscape use and is adapted to be
groWn in cold climates.
The inventor discovered the neW cultivar, hereinafter
referred to by its cultivar name, ‘Tiger Tail.’ The inventor
discovered ‘Tiger Tail’ in a cultivated area of his nursery in

‘Tiger Tail’ has been groWn outdoors for three years in

Jackson, Mich. ‘Tiger Tail’ has been divided approximately
ten times With each time producing a thriving plant. The
colors indicated herein are according to The 2007 R.H.S.

Jackson, Mich. ‘Tiger Tail’ Was produced by open pollination
of Miscanthus strictus and Miscanthus cosmopolitan. ‘Tiger
Tail’ has been cultivated in the nursery for three years. During
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this period, the ‘Tiger Tail’ has successfully been reproduced
asexually ten (1 0) times through division and has proven to be
stable With each successive generation.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

‘Tiger Tail’ has not been observed under all possible envi
ronmental conditions. It is quite possible that variations in the
environment may alter the phenotype. Changes in the geno
type are not, hoWever, expected as ‘Tiger Tail’ has shoWn to be

The culm is attributed to the Miscanthus cosmopolitan.

Observable traits of ‘Tiger Tail’ that are unique thereto, are
neW and distinct and include:
30

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

These culm are not small Wiry and unattractive as the Mis
canthus strictus typically appear, but rather are fat and lush

looking giving it a rich, robust and attractive look. None of the
other varieties of Miscanthus have the combination of fea
tures as What is described herein.

complementing the leaf blades;
3. blooms that occur in late summer through early fall;
4; . a height of5 to 7 feet tall;
5. each culm having approximately 12 to 14 leaves extend
ing out therefrom in alternate directions.

‘Tiger Tail’ is the result of an open pollination betWeen a
Mischantus strictus and a Miscanthus cosmopolitan. ‘Tiger
Tail’ has taken characteristics of both parents. From Miscant
hus strictus, comes the spotted foliage and strict appearance.
‘Tiger Tail’ is uniquely different because While having a strict
upright look, the leaves bend, giving it a more graceful and
?owing appearance. The strict upright appearance of the
leaves is attributed to Mischantus strictus, Whereas the grace
ful, ?owing bends to the leaves is attributed to Miscanthus

cosmopolitan.

quite stable.
1. uniform banding of the leaf blades;
2. a heavy caliber culm that extends upright and hold the
plant upright late in the season having a green color

Colour Chart, Fifth Edition, of The Royal Horticultural Soci
ety, London, England, except Where general color terms of
ordinary dictionary signi?cance are used.

Botanical classi?cation: ‘Tiger Tail’ is a cultivar of Miscant
35

hus strictusxMiscanthus cosmopolitan.
Common name: ‘Tiger Tail’ is a Zebra grass.

General description:
Blooming period.%}enerally blooms in September
through the ?rst part of October.

Plant formiHerbaceous, clump-forming, ornamental
FIG. 1 shoWs the overall appearance of a mature ‘Tiger

Tail’ in late Spring in its sixth year.

grass With an upright, rigid culm and dense, bushy

foliage.
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LeafpersislenceiLeaves dry out in winter but remain

Height and spread. *As high as 5 to 7 feet in height with
a spread of approximately 4 feet in diameter (at the
base) in three years growing time.
HardinesxiZones 4 through 9.
CuhureAOptimal growing occurs in fertile, moist soil
in full sun. May tolerates shade when planted in hotter
climates.
DiseasexiNo known susceptibility to diseases has

attached to the culm.

Leaf allachmenLisheathed. Leaf blade extends out
from a sheath.

Leaf sizeiUp to 36 inches in length and 1/2 inch in
width.
Leaf surface.%}labrous on the upper and lower sur

faces with faint ribbing extending parallel to the mid
rib.
Leaf numbeniAbout 12-14 per culm.
Leaf caloniLeaves are banded with alternating green
and yellow bands. The banding is limited to the leaves

been observed to date.

PesmiNo known susceptibility to pests has been
observed to date.

R002 descriplioniFibrous.
Culm description:

and does not occur in culm. There are four to seven

GeneraliCylindrical, smooth, partially enclosed by

yellow bands per leaf blade. When mature, the bands
extend the entire width of the leaf blade and the yel
low bands are approximately one inch in length. The
range of yellow color in the yellow bands extends

leaf sheaths.

Culm aspecLiErect and rigid, all extending out from

the ground.
Culm c0l01:%}reen (RHS 143A through 144 C), with
the paler green colors toward the base of the culm.
Culm sizeiAbout a 1/4 to 3/8 inch wide, tapered toward
the top at 4 to 6 feet high in mature plants.
Culm surface.%}labrous, although some hair appears
in varying areas.
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are the same as on the front side of the leaf.

Flower description: The ?ower is a single stalk having a

lnlernode lenglhiThe spacing between leaves extend
ing out from the culm vary, but the spacing does not
exceed 10 inches.
LiguleiThere is no ligule.

Foliage description:
Leaf shapeiLinear.
Leaf divisianisimple.
Leaf baseisheathed.
Leaf apex. *Acute.

Leaf aspecLiLeaves emerge erect, and diverge from
leaf sheath at an angle in the range between 30° and
400 from culm center. Leaves are concave with

respect to the culm.

Leaf venalioniA mid rib extends through entire leaf.
The mid rib is recessed and the color is white (RHS

NN155C through NN155D).

Leaf marginxistraight.

between RHS 5A and 5D. The mid rib is NN155C
through NN155D and the green bands extend from
N137A through N137B. The banding color extends
through the leaf and is visible on both sides of the leaf
blade. The banding colors on the back side of the leaf
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yellow green color (RHS 148C). In?orescence extends out
from the stalk loosely comprising a panicle of 18-24 spike
lets. The seeds, measuring approximately 1 mm in length
and having a reddish purple color (RHS 72 throughA72B),
extend along the spikelets. With approximately 40 seeds
per spikelet, each culm will produce approximately
between 720 and 960 seeds.

Caryopsis: Seeds extend along the spikelets with a pericarp
having a color in the range of RHS 72 through A72B.

Removal of the pericarp releases short hairs (FIG. 4) that
circumscribe the seed to aid the transportation of the seed.
It has not been determined whether the seeds are viable.
I claim:
1. A new and distinct cultivar of Miscanlhus plant named

‘Tiger Tail’ as herein illustrated and described.
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